
Dear Valued RA Partner,

As you may know, we are currently out of stock with one of

our most popular RA formulas, Beta Green Tea CleanserBeta Green Tea Cleanser –

in both Pro Series and all retail brands. 

We know this can be extremely challenging for you and

your clients and wanted to share the process of product

formulating so you can have a clearer understanding of the

quality standards and ingredient integrity in every RA

product you purchase. We are working diligently to bring

this formula back to the market.

Thank you for your continued support!

- RA Skin Care 

Reason Out of Stock
A key ingredient in this formulation was on backorder by the raw material supplier.

Unfortunately, the material has been discontinued.  

The Process
Not all ingredients are created equal! When we formulate our products, much time is spent

on researching the raw material supplier, the purity, quality and efficacy of each ingredient



we purchase and use. If an ingredient is no longer available for purchase, the steps below

show the process we must take to ensure a high-quality product. 

Research
Researching new raw material suppliers
Reviewing clinical data for purity, quality and efficacy
Some materials are created especially for us, and this is an even longer process in
re-creating

Testing
Purchase ingredient and create test formulation
Lab testing to ensure it meets set standards
Model testing for additional feedback
Test results and data received is “good and works the same as old formula”. We
can send out for additional 3rd party testing
Test results and data received is “needs more work”. Adjustments are made and
testing process begins again until it is right
This process can take several months

Finalization
Received confirmation on quality, purity and efficacy of product formula
A batch is created in larger quantity for production, which then must go through
additional testing. This process could take one to two months
Bottles are labeled and product is poured
Item is back in stock!
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